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It has always been fun to watch small children trying to copy their parents. Doing shaving, applying
make-up, wearing daddyâ€™s tie or mummyâ€™s sari, itâ€™s their innocence which makes it worth watching
and to keep it as remembrance for life time. But are today children losing their innocence?

Maybe, yes. Excess of exposure given to Television shows, movies, even video games can be the
reason behind it. Gone are the days of cute cartoons like Donald duck, gummy bears, Mickey
Mouse, uncle scrooge and Talespin, now they watch shinchan like cartoons and learn the same
behavior. Many parents take them to reality TV shows, where children are forced to behave like
adults and leave their playfulness behind. It is certainly not a good practice. Children need an
environment where they can enjoy their childhood with innocence.

Here at Little Angelâ€™s Pre School, children get that innocent environment necessary for their
childhood. Situated in Malviya Nagar, Little Angelâ€™s is an English medium and Co-educational
preschool. It is the role of the adult to open the doors of the world for child, to feed the curiosity of
the child with honesty and sincerity.

Little angelâ€™s,understanding this, has a very good teacher child ratio and encourage child to
experiment and be independent. They just show the path and let the child decide the right one and
follow it with full zeal and vigor.

In all the play schools located at Malviya Nagar, Little Angelâ€™s Preschool is the best one giving your
child soil which helps them in nurturing, blooming into buds and nourishing their character.  They
also offer a day care facility for children with working mothers with ratio of one caretaker for every
five kids. Facilities of providing fresh, hygienically prepared food, boiled pasteurized milk are taken
care of. Every caretaker is given proper first aid and nursing training. For emergency situation, Little
Angelâ€™s has proper medical facility with a good hospital nearby.

Children are engaged in mind building games in their free time with learning toys, picture books and
good children books. Vacation is the time when kids are free from their school routine and they are
in the mood to learn some extracurricular activities. Considering this, not only for kids of Little
Angelâ€™s but for all the children of the age group 3yrs to 14 yrs, Little Angelâ€™s Preschool organizes
summer camps. It includes various activities for the kids to learn and for fun.

Activities like, Personality Development, English Conversation, Creative Writing, Table Manners,
Candle Decoration, Mask Making, Paintings, Indo-Western Dance, Computers, Crafts, Origami,
Block Printing, and Drawing are arranged in order to engage kids in creative and learning activity. 
All the activities are chosen considering the fact that it not only helps a kid to grow mentally but they
also enjoy their childhood days.
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provides free of cost consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission.
Parents can locate a Play Schools in Vikas Puri   or a Play Schools in Uttam Nagar  from the
authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents can also search
for a Play Schools in Shalimar Bagh according to their choice and can fill up school application
forms online.
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